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Material Conversations /məˈtirēəl/ /ˌkänvərˈsāSH(ə)ns/ noun 1. derived from an early memory of forming relationships to objects, a way to
understand the physical environment through a scaling down process that follows, but is not limited to, space, element, material. 2. the way in
which material components are tectonically related 3. a process which would inform one to work with materials in a way which is conceptually
informed by both aforementioned definitions 4. an integral aspect of architectural design, Material Conversations enable the architect to establish
a language with which to relate to the components of their work, to better speak to those they design for.

I was raised in a religiously adjacent home. Sunday mornings spent in a twill padded pew, the first half
hour spent singing. I always mouthed the words, I hated the idea of my voice, out of tune, creating
discord amidst the chorus. I was six, or maybe four, probably eight.
The most vivid memory of this expected and required devotion was where I sat. Cherry stained, with
a rough worn verdant green twill cushion; the backed bench sat thirty or so. The wood smelled like it
had been carved of plastic. The church housed six-hundred while the six of us, or maybe it was four at
that time, would arrive before the singing would start. There were pamphlets in the small shelves of the
pew in front of us, containing the program for the sermon and other ambiguous memories of tri-folded
religious paraphernalia. My brother would take a pamphlet and I’d mimic him. I didn’t care much for
reading then.
A pew was both cell and escape. As the choir began, I’d sink deeper into the twill that felt as if it had
been taken from a 1970’s sedan I’d never driven in, and would look around the massive recess of the
chapel. Bodies, making noise, positive, but odd. I tried to ignore the words as I mouthed them, instead
looking into the intricate stained glass on the Northern window. I remember, even then, I found it odd
that this stained glass seemed “new”. The scene: Jesus, maybe some angels, a cross embodied in
flames.
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This is an archive of subjectified contexts and de-objectified subjects,which informs a culmination of
both in a composed representation. By fragmenting and erasing both information that I find superfluous,
as well as information I find vital; then ultimately collaging an amalgamation of these artifacts, I seek
to demonstrate how the act of erasure is an intuition fostered and encouraged by the institution of
architecture. The church, as a metaphor for architecture, is an entity which is rife with both constructive
and problematic conversation. The church is intended to serve the people which it is embodied by,
to provide for them an embodiment of a higher power. This higher power is a multifaceted answer to
many of the questions proposed within the conversations that bring members of a religion together, and
there is immense value in that. To have community, purpose, and answers are a universally human.
Architecture is, as I see it, is an institution which teaches one to ask questions. Questions which are
which inform a process to better design for the people and places we are designing for. Both institutions
exist as a means to help others, and I can’t think of an institution existing which does not serve those
within it and without it.

A transportive cell, the pew kept me within that inescapable soundscape of faith, and, despite being a
forced seat, it enabled me to make-believe the minute details of this post modern adjacent chapel to
become the nuances of my own stories; fantastical nonsenses to occupy myself by transporting and
self-substantiating. The opportunity to imagine myself somewhere else, to erase myself from my current
setting in order to draw myself in somewhere of my own design, began with an object and its comprising
materials.

But the reason for drawing a parallel, and representing these two institutions as alike, is that their good
intentions are incomplete. They are each categorized by a lack of conversation. My interests lie within
the absence of understanding material to a point in which a language is established. My point is not
to demonstrate the obvious imperfections in a given institution, as any composed of a progressive
body of individuals would be in constant acknowledgment and reform. My point is to demonstrate how
architecture, an institution which is in constant reconstruction due to the, at times, excessively highly
educated which comprise it, can be shown to be as susceptible to negligence and problematic practice
as one that can be argued to be the least progressive, and historically problematic.

A chair, a bench, a cushion, a step, a wide-based column; objects and elements with distinct functions
were re-purposed by a child seeking solace. These elements were important to my younger self, but
in this reminiscing, I don’t recall a fondness for the object, instead I think to the physical feeling of the
material comprising the thing. The tweed of a pew, the wood of a bench, the concrete of a step, the
powder-coated steel of a column; all these became moments of familiarity in spite of their setting. Here
began an understanding of my relation to space; an imagined conversation between myself and these
tactile moments gave meaning to that moment in space. Just as one seeks out familiarity in a crowded
room of strangers, I sought out the familiarity of the material qualities of inhuman objects, elements,
furniture, etc. These early memories form my architectural intent; to establish conversations between
myself and the materials I work with, for the sake of creating a means to converse with others through
built environment and informed spatial dialogue.

An act of erasure, repeated in a variety of approaches to a variety of documents to produce a body
of fragments comprises this initial research, this Archive of Erasure. This process is an approach to
architectural process, albeit one lacking. Meaning is made through this process, the spatial distinction
of these spaces written and photographed is altered from religious to a concept nearer to secular. This
act of erasing, collecting, and re-purposing reaches a conclusion in the formation of a composition
informed by its parts, but not defined by them. Within photographs, the elements and furniture which
I formed memories of material conversation have been erased. Within texts, language has been
removed to reveal material quality descriptions, and language which embellishes these qualities. But
the key aspect of these acts carried out, these manipulations and erasures, is that I am removed from
that which I am making meaning of. I am not connected to the actualities of the objects, I am not a part
of the conversation of their realities.

This intent drove me to architecture, as a means to learn the language I was speaking to those materials,
with the hopes that in learning to translate those conversations, I could connect to others as a means
to actualize their needs for spatial connection. But, what I have learned is that material conversation
is not the substance of a masters degree in architecture, instead there is talk of societal change,
political empowerment, projection of identity, institutional reform, and paradoxical theorization (just to
name a few). These are conversations I have participated and reveled in. These are conversations
which comprised my projects within the institution of architecture that I am writing this in. These are
conversations which must be had to produce an architecture that is more than a selfish expression. But
to leave out a conversation in the process of design is to ignore a foundation of what informs design as
a greater concept.

Eight churches of the same name with relevant documentation will be used to compile this archive.
Artifacts collected, manipulated, and collaged are mostly the result of the US Office of the Interior’s
efforts to compile information on the multitude of Christian-adjacent religious spaces. I have limited my
research to churches, chapels, and parishes aligned with Christianity present in the United States of
America.

Here I will explore how a conversation is erased, misunderstood, and retold. Material conversation is
a core memory which has taken me four years within an institution of architecture to recall. With this
recollection, I seek to express how the absence of this conversation as an integral foundation of a
developing architectural practice can produce acts of erasure and misinformed recollections.

The first set of eight begins with Grace Church in Manhattan, New York City and reaches as far as
Grace Episcopal Church in Illinois.
(Working) Artifacts in this archive include: historical preservation designation documents, historic
American buildings survey documents and photographs, postcards, false combinations, architectural
drawings, photographs of ephemera, redactions, flagrant manipulations, acts of erasure, not-so-clever
lies, and other assorted realizations.
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The artifacts presented here are fragments of substantiation, through the lens of the Historic American
Buildings Survey compiled after 1933, as well as various buildings’ designation documents. These
artifacts are hardly objective. Documents filled with descriptive adjectives, painting a picture which,
though true in describing the splendor of the ornately constructed buildings, are bizarre. Photographs of
the exteriors and interiors show more than the seemingly objective views a bureaucratic documentarian
might take, there are views showing detail and moments that belong perhaps to one who frequented
the church. The subject is present within the nonexistent subtext of these artifacts, and yet absent in
the initial reading of them.
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Removing all but the subjective within the designation documents, and elements which can be seen at
the scale of the subject is the beginning of understanding manipulation, an act of architecture and the
church alike. To take a place, a space that exist and to reform it to fit into what we, as designers envision
will improve that space for the people using it. How different is this from the church seeing those living
in ways they see as misaligned, and offering the word of a higher power as a means to bring them on a
path they deem more just? To enact a process, which subjugates individuals to a program or narrative,
is the process of design. Whether we are designing the way we live, or how we live, the architect and
the Architect are aptly similarly named.
Redacting language to reveal the biased nature of a government document, leaving only terms of
praise and admiration, demonstrates the inability of the United States’ to be unbiased towards Christian
entities. Removing objects from the photographed documentation of these spaces, in turn, illuminates
the voids that these spaces are occupied by. These spaces, removed of the elements lauded and
praised within the documents, become something different. Without a pew, without poetically projected
ornamentation, what is a church?
The manipulation used here, erasure, is open to interpretation. As erasure is a removal, and a removal
is an act of taking away, it is implied in either of these definitions that the thing that which is removed
is not destroyed. In these documents I am removing the elements and objects which gave rise to my
definition of a material conversation. In this archive, I am replicating the act of erasing a conversation.
I am, through the frame of the tools instilled in me within the institution of architecture, erasing the very
thing which led me to the institution.
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This archive could be an exercise in understanding space as conceptual art. Here, meaning is made by
removing objectivity from documents, leaving only objectivity in others, removing objects from spaces,
manipulating people in supposed places; all architectural acts seen through the lens of maybe eight
Grace Churches. What is left is a subjective view in all, namely my own. Some of these documents
are simply accounts of the material compositions of these historically preserved sites, and in such
documents hardly any erasure was conducted. These methods of representing the eightish churches
above, each method subsequently having its own method of erasure and abstraction applied to it,
are my unintentional role-playing of the institutions I embodying. Institutions which are not informed
by conversations they should be having in order to establish a coherent and relevant narrative to the
pedagogy I see as integral, one rooted in the physical and removed from the individual.
The space of a church, when left as either A.) Fragments of embellishing language, B.) A collection
of building materials and ornamental elements, or C.) An empty space removed of it’s human scaled
objects, becomes something else. These documents are depicting churches, but something is off when
removed of integral elements. When considering these three representations of abstracting through
erasure, I am able to compile a resulting object informed by the fragments, removed from the context
of its materials and elements, and composed of its objects into a form of the objects erased: an ornate
chair which is a chair, sure, but again something is off. Presented in conversation with Joseph Kosuth’s
One and Three Chairs (1965), this manifestation of erasure and recomposition is itself a manipulation;
do acts of erasure make an instance of architecture another?
This process of accumulation, erasure, archiving, and production is my approach to understanding the
institution I am within. My interest lie in the spaces within spaces, and what comprises these nestled
instances. Within that space lies the material conversation I have been searching for, but not found the
language with which to converse beyond the intuition rediscovered from my childhood.
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Here, I had to see the isolated language, the untouched materiality, the removal of the objects, the
husk of the space, the objects de-contextualized, and the re-introduction of the object in an altered
form. Each resulting collage is the second step in this approach to spatial design. Though, it is not a
product; it is an introduction. When a designed object, or a space, is built from a lack of conversation,
is it a complete thing?
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Object, Element, Spatial Quality, Materiality, Tactility, Conversation: the threads of a string which run
throughout this circuitous collection of artifacts, but are selectively erased or shallowly illuminated. The
architecture in which I have been taught to develop can be categorized by either.

1.

David Wojnarowicz, Untitled (Bread Sculpture),1988–89, bread, string, needle, newspaper, 13 x 3 x 6”
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Is a space erased of its objects still that space? If those erased are given new purpose; even one
vaguely informed by their origins, do they retain their identities, or is the manipulator the determinant?
Architecture as manipulation is ever more present in the written texts accompanying, describing, and
instructing the built and unbuilt environments. These texts, often expressed as definitive, are here
the objects erased. What begins with an intent to reveal all but the objects vital to the interest of the
archive, succumb to the process in allowing each document to reveal what it wants. The manipulated
here becomes aware.
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Grace Methodist Episcopal Church, Baltimore MD; Grace Methodist Episcopal Church, Wilmington DE; Grace Episcopal Church, Kirkwood MO
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Does a text subjected retain it’s meaning? In a more digestible reveal of the hand at play, it is obvious
that words manipulated take on new meaning. I as architect and editor, am playing two roles with
similar objectives; to better for the purpose of those to interact with my edited. But editing and erasing
are intertwined, to redact one word is to overwrite another. To make better can have implications.
When looking to these Grace Churches, institutions manifested to “better” lives, are they not simply
overwriting existing words, conversations, and stories for the sake of their own?
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1.

Grace Church, Manhattan NY

1.

Grace Church, Manhattan NY
First service 1808, construction completed in 1826
“On this site of the principal Manahatta Natives’ village, Peter Minuit in 1626 purchased the island for trinkets and beads then worth about 60
guilders.” The sale of Manahatta was the birth of Manhattan.
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2.

Grace Episcopal Church, Hamden CT

2.

Grace Episcopal Church, Hamden CT
Built in 1820
In 1633, shortly before the arrival of the English to Connecticut, an epidemic disease, introduced by Europeans, drastically decimated the
Indians of New England. By 1638, between only 250 to 300 Quinnipiac survivors remained in the area that today encompasses 300 square
miles in modern New Haven County. The population of the Quinnipiacs was further reduced due to their Participation in Great Britain’s colonial
wars. In the 1700s, land fever was hot in Connecticut, particularly along the East Shore where the colonists noted the declining number of
Indians.
The remnants that remained were pressured to sell their reservation lands. In 1731, there was a movement to move the Quinnipiacs onto a new
reserve in Waterbury. In the 1760s, the last of the Quinnipiacs migrated to join the Tunxis Indians in Farmington. In 1773, the last of the Indian
land on the East Shore was sold. By the outbreak of the American Revolution, the Quinnipiacs, as a tribe, were gone from New Haven.
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Grace Methodist Church, St. Augustine FL
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Grace Methodist Church, St. Augustine FL
Donated in 1886
by Henry M. Flagler, American Industrialist, Founder of Standard Oil & the Florida East Coast Railway
The Florida East Coast Railway was built through convict leasing, a system of forced penal labour overwhelmingly involving African-American
men. I.e. slavery
Writer Douglas A. Blackmon described the system: “It was a form of bondage distinctly different from that of the antebellum South in that for
most men, and the relatively few women drawn in, this slavery did not last a lifetime and did not automatically extend from one generation to the
next. But it was nonetheless slavery – a system in which armies of free men, guilty of no crimes and entitled by law to freedom, were compelled
to labor without compensation, were repeatedly bought and sold, and were forced to do the bidding of white masters through the regular
application of extraordinary physical coercion.”
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Grace Episcopal Church, Galena IL
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Grace Episcopal Church, Galena IL
Built in 1850
The city is named for Galena, the natural form of lead sulfide (PbS), the most important lead ore. Natives used the ore for use in burial rituals,
decorative paints and cosmetics, and widely traded throughout the eastern US. In 1658, French explorers noted lead deposits in the Upper
Mississippi Valley. The area was occupied by the Sac and the Fox Tribes when the French arrived. By the 1690’s, French trappers began
to mine the lead. Conflicts with the Sioux, who first led the explorers to the deposits, prevented large scale operations until 1788. Primarily
Mesquakie, Ho-Chunk, Sauk, and Menominee had mined galena in the area for more than a thousand years before European Americans settled
in the area. Owing to these deposits, Galena was the site of the first major mineral rush in the United States.
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Grace Episcopal Church, Bath ME

5.

Grace Episcopal Church, Bath ME
Built in 1852
Abenaki Indians called the area Sagadahoc, or mouth of big river. Popham Colony was established in 1607, and was responsible for building
the New World’s first seafaring vessel constructed by English shipwrights, the Virginia of Sagadahoc. It’s purpose, to return the settlers of
Jamestown to England as part of the seven vessel fleet known as the Third Supply. While it made it to Jamestown, the last historical record of
Virginia was June 1610, when it was directed to catch fish in the Chesapeake Bay. It is rumored that the Grace Episcopal Church was built by
the local shipwrights of Bath, but not confirmed.
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Grace Episcopal Church, Plainfield NJ

6.

Grace Episcopal Church, Plainfield NJ
Built in 1852
Two days after protest and riots in 1967 Newark, the Plainfield riots began. About one third of Plainfield’s then 48,000 citizens were black.
Tensions rose in the heat of the summer, and on July 14th, a fight began at the local diner, The White Star. Around 40 young black men marched
back from the incident to their housing project in the West End, smashing windows of shops and police cars. The next night, outside instigators
were seen to arrive to incite violence and take advantage of the protests. Rioting and looting was rampant, Molotov cocktails bombarded fire
trucks arriving on the scene. Police from neighboring jurisdictions were called, but the crowds only dispersed when a heavy rain broke the heat
and fires early Sunday morning. The violence continued until the 21st.
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Grace Episcopal Church, Charleston SC

7.

Grace Episcopal Charleston, SC
Built in 1848
Built in the Antebellum Era (1783 - 1861) Charleston continued to be the only major American city with a majority-slave population. It was to
such an extent that visitors from Liverpool in 1843 noted “almost all the working populations are Negroes, all the servants, the carmen and
porters, all the people who see the stalls in the Market, and most of the Journeymen in the trades”.
In the 1810s, the town’s churches intensified their discrimination against their Black parishioners, culminating in Bethel Methodist’s 1817
construction of a hearse house over its Black burial ground. 4,376 Black Methodists joined Morris Brown in establishing Hampstead Church,
the African Methodist Episcopal church now known as Mother Emanuel. State and city laws prohibited Black literacy, limited Black worship to
daylight hours, and required a majority of any church’s parishioners be white. In June 1818, 140 Black church members at Hampstead Church
were arrested and eight of its leaders given fines and ten lashes; police raided the church again in 1820 and pressured it in 1821.
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8.

Grace Methodist Episcopal Church, Baltimore MD; Grace Methodist Episcopal Church, Wilmington DE; Grace Episcopal Church, Kirkwood MO
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Grace Methodist Episcopal Church, Baltimore MD
Unknown Artist of the American School
Harper’s Ferry, Oil on Canvas
(1801-1850)
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Grace Episcopal Church, Kirkwood MS
Joseph Yoakum
Ozark Range at Kirkwood Missouri West Suburb of St. Louis Mount Dillon, Pen and Pastel on Canvas
1964

8.

Grace Methodist Episcopal Church, Wilmington DE
Susan Hiller
Lenape, Plate 12 from The Last Silent Movie, Etching on Paper
2007
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Erasing, manipulating, re-purposing, and re-contextualizing; all sharpened tools of an architect. In this
archive lies a self-reflective repetition to understand a problematic series of processes, both identifying
myself and how I am perceived, with the intention of establishing a counterbalance. Why apply these
tools to the resident elements of the church? To remove moments to hide (pews), moments of respite
(steps), and moments of awe (spires, stained glass, marvels, etc.), while mimicking the historical
presence of the church and it’s introduction into existing cultures, is not a superficial attempt to propose
a solution. Here I am conceptualizing how a place is changed by the change of the objects which, on a
personal and anecdotal level, bring meaning to that place. These coincidental parallels question what
was left of the sites and peoples when a religion and culture was erased and replaced with (take your
pick of western concepts of superiority).
Acknowledgment is vital. In the context of this archive and its series of produced artifacts, the church, its
historical implications, and obvious metaphorical pertinence to the field of architecture are simply ways
to understand a moment I felt a connection to a material. The wooden pew, the woven twill, the stained
glass, the thin paper text, the probably-not-silver ciborium; these objects have been made elements by
nostalgic inflation due to their roles in making an internal space (peace of mind & distraction) within an
existing environment (church sermon). These things have been given meaning.
The weapon I am using is manipulation, specifically, erasure. I have been erasing things important
to me within the convolution of my nostalgia, as well as everything but the things important to me in
the present. Material can make the basis of meaning, both in its existence and, possibly more so,
in its manipulation. But who or what is erased in understanding material as a tool? When materials
meet and an external force establishes relationships, what or who has been used, forgotten, erased,
overwritten? Who or what has fallen victim to our weapons forged in institutes, academia, rhetoric, and
self-importance?
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To use erasure is to emulate the church, to use erasure is to emulate architecture. Both institutions have
used a tabula rasa approach to both their sites and the people inhabiting them. Both ask their followers
to reconsider reason and intuition for a system substantiated by faith in a pre-ordained system. Both
are built upon a hierarchy categorized by black boxes constructed by white men. Both have a historical
legacy of projection of values upon their self-designated sites of importance, people of need, and
cultures lacking civilized space.
This archive could be an understanding of church as a metaphor for architecture, the tools utilized
within the field, and an acknowledgment of how their use can harm the people and places in which
they are proposed. Architectural and religious interventions do not intend to harm, quite the opposite.
Religion can, quite literally, saves lives. By providing meaning and a higher power to those lost and in
need of guidance, creating community, and even purpose to those without, religion and its spaces are a
worldwide phenomenon with a majority net positive. Architecture can bring meaning to space, cohesion
in community, even opportunity for those without a voice to create a manifested conversation which
breeds and feeds communication.
In drawing this connection, I seek only to understand aspects of each to utilize and exploit both
institutions. This archive is a text in which I understand an institution which I did not choose to enter and
another in which I did. Both problematic, both formative. I do not intend to use this information gathered
and archived to dismantle either, but by gaining an understanding of the issues in their past (and by
extension of the lowest in their hierarchies) my own past, a practice can be formed with purpose. Erasure
is a reality, I do not seek to make amends for the practices of these entities. To use the problematic tools
of an entity, with knowledge of their past, to construct future entities, artifacts, objects, and elements
with the intention of revealing to those institutions the results of their tools used as (un)intended.
This archive is not an actor of change, it is a whetstone. Tools sharpened for the sake of a different
act, one departed from their uses in the past. One working against erasures in the future both by
utilizing and revealing the reality of the past erased. This archive is a dirty mirror, held up to myself as a
reflection of the architectural institution which I so desired acceptance and praise from.

The following, A through D, are examples of architecture’s erasure, that of history, narratives, and
individuals. These are erasures architecture is being held increasingly responsible for, and I see the
practice moving in a direction to be increasingly held accountable for its acts through a preventative
process of acknowledgment and inclusivity. The societal and political implications of the mass presented
by objects of architecture is undeniable. In accounting for architecture as the built environment, I feel
equipped to theoretically research, acknowledge, empathize, and design for a site and it’s denizens,
but perhaps lacking in how to materialize those lines of inquiry, in a way which is little more than a selfglorifying, issue-capitalizing, physically-constructed fallacy.
Material properties are a varied set of languages in which to speak to those we, as architects, design
for. But if we claim to be agents of change and substantiate those claims with writing, research, design,
and conversation, I do not see any of those claims as convincing, other than to ourselves. Without
becoming adept conversationalists with that which we are designing with, how will we manifest the
built environment from the conversations with whom we are designing for? If an audience sees these
as successful rationales, giving meaning to a space built upon the concept of any notion of change,
and yet constructed of materials which are antithetical to the lasting importance of those concepts, I
see architecture moving towards a tool of academically informed manipulation. My intention here is to
acknowledge the swing of the institution’s pendulum, an institution which bears the responsibility not
to compromise and find a middle ground amidst conversations of importance, but to expand the page
in which these conversations are written to encompass narratives of why, for whom, on what, and from
what we are designing.
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The museum project is a breathtaking endeavor not because of the audacity that it represents—not
simply, in other words, because of the way in which this self-congratulatory act of self-contemplation is
founded on, premised on, quite literally and materially built on, a violent act of exclusion and denial—
but because the deep, appalling irony of this foundational gesture is completely invisible, inscrutable
to the initiators and backers of the museum project. When they say that they don’t see a problem with
building a museum of tolerance on a dispossessed people’s graveyard or that “moderation and reason
have prevailed” when people are prevented from visiting their relatives’ graves— or that Zionism is
a force of tolerance—they must be seen to be absolutely sincere and convinced of their own deep
morality. This is not just an act of hypocrisy, in other words—which is exactly why we need to go
beyond a moralistic approach in trying to understand it. What is being expressed here is a kind of
genuine blindness, an inability to understand or even to recognize the other. We can think of it as a
kind of racism, though not the kind that one encounters in, say, Foreign Minister Lieberman, who came
to Israel as a twenty-year-old Moldovan Jewish immigrant and now (as an immigrant) wants to expel
the remnant of the indigenous Palestinian population (“they have no place here,” Lieberman said of
the country’s indigenous Palestinians; “they can take their bundles and get lost”).68 Lieberman’s kind
of racism is blunt, but it is also honest; it acknowledges the existence of the other and says frankly
that it seeks to remove or destroy the other. The point is that the violence it directs against the other
is premised on an acknowledgment of the other’s existence and the threat the other’s sense of home
poses to the Zionist project to create an exclusively Jewish home in Palestine.
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A.

Taken from Saree Makdisi’s “The Architecture of Erasure”
Museum of Tolerance - Jerusalem
Frank Ghery and the Israeli High Court

Since the governmental institutions required for the desired reconstruction project were understaffed and
dysfunctional, a private company was used: the Lebanese Society for Development and Reconstruction
of Beirut’s Central District (Solidere). From the outset, critics lamented the large-scale demolition of
archaeological and architectural heritage that could have been restored. Some scorned the company’s
rhetoric of global interurban competition aimed at attracting international business and tourism. They
argued that Solidere selectively commodified the city’s cultural heritage and otherwise showed utter
disregard for the local social fabric and issues of national commemoration and reconciliation. For these
reasons, the redevelopment project was understood as part of a broader state-orchestrated attempt
to silence memories of the civil war. Thus, while the architectural design of the city centre might be
internationally acclaimed in design and architecture circles today, many argue that the project has failed
to provide inter-sectarian and cross-class public spaces for participation. Both the empty wasteland
after demolition and the frantically sanitized façades that now form the city centre are widely perceived
as a form of violent erasure of Beirut’s history, sociality, and collective memory.

B.

Taken from Judith Naeff’s “Berirut’s Architecture of Ersaure Countered by Literary Placemaking”
Beirut, Post 1990
The Lebanese Society for Development and Reconstruction of Berirut’s Central District
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Since the governmental institutions required for the desired reconstruction project were understaffed and
dysfunctional, a private company was used: the Lebanese Society for Development and Reconstruction
of Beirut’s Central District (Solidere). From the outset, critics lamented the large-scale demolition of
archaeological and architectural heritage that could have been restored. Some scorned the company’s
rhetoric of global interurban competition aimed at attracting international business and tourism. They
argued that Solidere selectively commodified the city’s cultural heritage and otherwise showed utter
disregard for the local social fabric and issues of national commemoration and reconciliation. For these
reasons, the redevelopment project was understood as part of a broader state-orchestrated attempt
to silence memories of the civil war. Thus, while the architectural design of the city centre might be
internationally acclaimed in design and architecture circles today, many argue that the project has failed
to provide inter-sectarian and cross-class public spaces for participation. Both the empty wasteland
after demolition and the frantically sanitized façades that now form the city centre are widely perceived
as a form of violent erasure of Beirut’s history, sociality, and collective memory.
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C.

Taken from Hubert Guzik’s “Ignoring and Erasing: Collective Housing in 20th Century Czechoslovakia”
Lingering Period of State Socialism, Czechoslovakia
Tomáš Garrigue Masaryk, Inocenc Arnošt Bláha, Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s American Apartment Houses, Berlin Einküchenhäuser (and others)

In 2014, Patty Hopkins, co-founder of Hopkins Architects, was controversially photo-shopped out of
an image with her husband Michael Hopkins during the promotion of a BBC documentary, The Brits
who Built the Modern World. It is notable that in all of these cases the ‘erased’ women were married
to the recognized man; this speaks to Freeman’s definition of sexism, described in her 1971 text,
The Women’s Liberation Movement: Its Origins, Structures and Ideas: ‘Sexism embodies two core
concepts’, Freeman writes. The first is ‘that men do the important work in the world and the work
done by men is what is important’, while the second ‘is that women’s identities are defined by their
relationship to men and their social value by that of the men they are related to’. Most recently, in 2016
during a lecture in London, Patrik Schumacher was quoted as saying of the late Zaha Hadid, ‘I am as
much an author of the work as she is’.

D.

Taken from Eva Álvarez and Carlos Gomez’s “The Invisible Women: How Female Architects were Erased from History”
The Brits who Built the Modern World
The British Broadcasting System
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In seeking out a more practical definition of Material Conversations, I return to the tactile memories
associated with that time in the church. The home I grew up in, where three siblings and two parents
were one unit, was a built imitation. The materials in the house were ornate, their execution elegant
mimicries of various European influences.
In the kitchen were counters clad in white tile, a delicate fresco of two peacocks was painted on those
above the stove. In the dining room, a small groined vault of smoothed plaster supported a reproduction
of an Italian chandelier. Beneath the house, an unfinished basement with exposed insulation foam
stored tools and a family of skunks. The chevron wood flooring in the living room extended into the
study; the wood panels interrupted with bookcases filled with texts in languages nobody in our family
could read. A metal fence surrounded the small garden preceding the light-well which let a sliver of light
into my and my brother’s subterranean bedroom. Roman bricks repeated the flooring’s chevron pattern,
their pale reds and pinks long turned whites and blacks from the fires burned within.
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These six materials have been sourced in approximation in this section. With each material I seek to
return to the ephemera of a Conversation, knowing the improbability of achieving such an interaction.
Material Conversations were a child’s connection to the world around them, they were a naive truth,
but a they were a truth. This authenticity is what I am seeking to manifest as a designer, authenticity
in space and object, for the people who connect and will connect to begin to recall their own naivetés.

0.

Material Conversations /məˈtirēəl/ /ˌkänvərˈsāSH(ə)ns/ noun 1. derived from an early memory of forming relationships to objects, a way to
understand the physical environment through a scaling down process that follows, but is not limited to, space, element, material. 2. the way in
which material components are tectonically related 3. a process which would inform one to work with materials in a way which is conceptually
informed by both aforementioned definitions 4. an integral aspect of architectural design, Material Conversations enable the architect to establish
a language with which to relate to the components of their work, to better speak to those they design for.

A.

Material Conversation Attempt:
Isolate
Interaction minimal, material properties exemplified under harsh light. Conversation carried out from hours of 10:00 to 11:00. Outcome nonconclusive, mutual understanding not found.
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The artifacts here are attempts at material conversations, which can be equated to attempting a
conversation in a language in which the only information you have is the name of your counterpart, and
a single verb. My counterparts: tile, gypsum cement, foam insulation, wood, aluminum metal, and brick.
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B.

Material Conversation Attempt:
Cover
Interaction escalated, application of SHOCK 9100 WHITE; C0 M0 Y0 K0. Conversation carried out from hours of 14:00 to 15:00. Progression
in understanding: An external coating reduced detail, and brought uniformity. Properties minimized to nullified, materials when broken down,
coated, and photographed with equal attention lead to a blurring of individuality. Conversation minimal, attempt repeating acts of erasure.
Frustration minimal, material conversation non-existent.
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The first miscommunication: Covering, an intuition in seeking to unify these materials. By removing
individual properties through a quite literal projection, do the materials when broken and covered still
speak their inherent languages?
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C.

Material Conversation Attempt:
Stain
Interaction eased. Application of water based black stain. Conversation carried out from hours of 17:00 to 19:00. An applique which soaked
into the surface revealed grain, material quality, and texture in an amplified manner. Properties made uniform and thus revealed. Conversation
increasing, despite continued erasing of material’s visual identity.
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The second, Staining; a similar act of erasing the individuality of the object to find commonality. The act
was less successful in unifying, but more revealing in that each materials’ properties were less affected
by a stain entering their structure. Each counterpart was more vocal than in the previous conversation.

D.

Material Conversation Attempt:
Deconstruct and Scale
Interaction increased. Material reduced via external force. Conversation carried out from hours of 20:00 to 22:00. Intent to reduce material to
a base property, and understand each by revealing an interior. Intention futile. Frustration builds to an act of “making architecture”. Figures
superimposed upon the rubble in imagined conversation. A regression towards architecture and erasure, and a habitual making meaning where
there is a lack there of.
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Third, Deconstruct and Scale; In breaking down each material and superimposing figures within their
piles, I fell upon a shallow act of “making architecture”. The figures within making conversation are
unaware of the follies surrounding them.
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E.

Material Conversation Attempt:
Deprocess
Materials are processed, a quick study into each’s previous material components. Conversation carried out from hours of 14:00 to 18:00.
Intention of returning to a unified concept, of carbon and atomic, but only regressing one step backwards. Each material is de-processed,
ceramic tile returns to porcelain and glazing; gypsum cement returns to gypsum; foam returns to polyisocyanurate and extruded polystyrene;
wood to branches and bark; aluminum metal to copper, zinc, magnesium, silicon, manganese, and silicon; and brick to clay. Act of making
architecture increased as deprocessed materials are composed into vaguely familiar forms.
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Tile

Gypsum Cement

Clay (Porcelain)
+
Studio White Glaze (Minspar 200, Silica, Gerstley Borate, Whiting, Dolomite, Zinc Oxide, Zircopax, Bentonite)

Gypsum Mineral (CaSO 4·2H2O)
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Gypsum Cement

Wood

Gypsum Mineral (CaSO 4·2H2O)

Wood (Bark, Branches)
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Metal (Aluminum)

Brick

Copper, Lithium, Manganese
+
(Not Depicted) Zinc, Magnesium, Silicon

Clay
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Fourth, Deprocess. Intention of returning to a unified concept, of carbon and atomic, but only regressing
one step backwards. Each material is de-processed, ceramic tile returns to porcelain and glazing;
gypsum cement returns to gypsum; foam returns to polyisocyanurate and extruded polystyrene; wood
to branches and bark; aluminum metal to copper, zinc, magnesium, silicon, manganese, and silicon;
and brick to clay. Act of making architecture increased as de-processed materials are composed into
vaguely familiar forms.
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These six materials are derived from the house I grew up in, when my family was made up of six.
Materials chosen to better place myself in that seemingly intangible time where a conversation was
natural because of its setting, not in spite of it. Tile in a kitchen, plaster in a dining room, foam in an
unfinished basement, wood in a study, metal of a garden fence, and brick in a fireplace. The previous
four attempts at conversation were one sided, without communication. To return myself to the moment
in which a material conversation occurred, the following attempts were communications, but not quite
conversations.
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To recreate the moment in that church, a moment which was against the program of that space, I reenacted that which I was compelled to do in each space, in spite of its program. Eating in the kitchen,
drawing on the walls of the dining room, touching the insulation foam, playing in the study, sticking
flowers in the metal fence, and spreading the soot of the fireplace. These moments were something
towards conversation, an intuitive response to each material then suppressed, and now acted out.
Program, an often one-sided conversation of how to use a space, re-purposed by the imagination of a
child, now remembered. This process of recreating a moment of conversation within an instance of one
sided conversation, is to recreate the original instance of material conversation. And to recreate that
moment, I will delve deeper into this embedding.
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The artifacts presented here are, in essence, Material Conversations. Though each of them ignores the
second definition I have given the term. Each of the participants is unaware of the language of the other,
and I, playing the translator, am equally ignorant.
A. Tile and Plaster, A cast volume of plaster with affixed 2x2” tiles, the tiles have been removed from
their sheet to increase their distance from each other, that separation has been carved to a depth of 1/4”
to further separate the tiles from one another and their plaster base
B. Plaster and Foam, A vaulted form cast from the foam negative of an over-designed form, constructed
so that the negative is nearly impossible to remove without damaging the plaster casted positive. The
removal forced upon it damages and warps the cast object.
C. Wood and Metal, A forced suspension of wood planks, separated by metal runners, the connections
are both suggested at being hidden, but celebrated in their function. The low quality of the wood is
haphazardly stained with a whitewash.
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D. Metal and Clay, A series of metal mesh, layered and separated by clay shaped into spheres, loosely
connected through a manipulation of the mesh’s grid to impale the manipulated clay
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What I have done in the production of these artifacts is forced them into dialogue, their conversations
were supposed, tested, and executed. But in these executions, I was repeatedly reprimanded for my
process. They were not honest to their components, they were projections of my intention to actualize
these objects, for the sake of eventually constructing spaces from their conversations. The result is a
series of objects which more or less ignores conventional material properties and tectonic relationships,
to construct a space which can scale from them would result in an unstable structure, an architecture
supposed by the designer, applauded by their peers; and yet completely removed from the reality of the
materials which comprise it.
This series of objects are Material Conversations in name only, they are examples in how the lack of
material linguistics can produce objects; objects with architectural intent, but objects removed from
architecture. This is a banal victim, but who is to say these acts of erasure, within an institution which is
as informed and progressive as any other, for the sake of establishing narratives for its constituents to
pursue as their educated practices, will not be carried out on other conversations worth having?

A.

Tile and Plaster
2022
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B.

Plaster and Foam
2022

C.

Wood and Metal
2022

A, B, C, & D are objects which seek to serve two purposes. To follow an intuition fostered through
the architectural institution in which I choose to be in, but also to allow their inherent misuse of the
materials comprising them reflect the institution’s areas of lacking. I am constructing conversations,
in the way in which I intended, I am designing the objects I want to actualize, perhaps in spite of
their materiality. Materials in conversation, carved, cast, assembled, and layered to understand how
they, as the base components of architectural elements, can be misinterpreted. I am interested in
these misinterpretations, and how to utilize a language of misinterpretation to allow for a conversation
of intense criticism and, honestly, distaste. I want the wrong-doings I am designing to be obliviously
beautiful, I want an uninformed aesthetic to be illuminated so that mistakes are not repeated. I want to
illuminate the erasure of my material conversations.
To do this, I will return to the church. Less so the institution, and more so the theological concepts
that the physical spaces were built using. Light signified, in a very literal way, the presence of God.
Historically, the divine appeared within the mortal realm as moments of luminosity. As written by Raluca
Maria Manoliu, The Church can be considered a material reflection of the Holy Trinity. The body of the
church is often compared to Saint Mary, the receptacle of divine essence, the rays of light passing
through the clerestory without breaking the glass, to the Ghost and the immaculate conception, the
light flooding the altar through the choir windows and tower openings, to the full grace of the resurrected
Christ, the symbol of redemption and eternal life, while God the Father is present in His absence,
inhabiting everything, yet remaining unreachable through the immediate senses. For the medieval man,
the manifestations of the divine were luminous in nature. In the Vth century, the relics of a saint resting
in the cathedral of Nantes manifested their power through intense illumination. Objects activated by
light, a concept of religion brought into architecture.
Materiality also held a similar connection. Beside light, other aspects played equally important roles in
medieval aesthetics, such as proportion and colour, their symbolism being based on the idea that
creation itself revealed God, which meant the symbolic significance could be communicated through
art and architecture, reaching a wide audience, both literate and illiterate, laymen and clerics alike.
Medieval symbolism derived from a particular view of the world. There was the metaphysical
symbolism, which served to discern God’s manifestations in the beauty of the world, and the universal
allegory, which regarded the entire world as a divine work of art, such that one could “read” everything
around on multiple levels, and could invest things and events with moral, allegorical and anagogical
meanings, in addition to the literal, immediate ones.
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Light both brought power to objects, and was power itself. Material and craftsmanship revealed the
presence of that power. In moving from the object scale to the spatial, the goal is to utilize light as a
means of activating materiality with the intention of creating a spatial quality which reveals a material
conversation. Though this conversation may not be the correct one, it is a conversation which is the
product of not having conversation. It is a naivety. Materials and light, tools of either institution, brought
together to reveal the voids constructed when conversation is erased.
The shared tools of church and architecture will be experimented with, iterated upon, manipulated,
and erased to reveal and exaggerate, but ultimately these are my approaches to design. I am seeking
to design four moments; a series informed by both institutions but defined by neither. A monument of
materiality defined by a moment defined by light, but without definition as an entity.
The elements removed in the manipulation of Grace Church will be reintroduced and re-purposed.
Though in these chapels, furniture will be to converse, not to be preached at. There will be no
captive audiences. This moment is one to be discovered and misunderstood, an acknowledgment of
conversations lost, misinterpreted, and languages spoken very confidentially incorrect.
D.

Metal and Clay
2022
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Informed by the muddled memory of that church, elements which may have been of that space will
inform four spaces. Constructed from the miscommunication inherent to those four objects, I propose a
sequential attempt to recreate the setting of my material conversation. A tower sitting above a mass; a
face with one open door and one closed, and another face with four closed. These hazy recollections are
the initial form, an exterior which becomes increasingly informed by its interior. Proposed as permanent
installations for an institution of your choice , these will be spaces of miscommunication, informed by
the one sided material conversation of A,B,C, & D, but embedded with an opportunity for participants to
engage with forgotten conversations of their own. These moments are arbitrary to all but myself; a pile
of dishes for to draw on, duffel bags to eat on, a stacks of books to grow tomatoes in, or a fireplace to
spread soot; each is insignificant. But, they are deeply recalled memories for another to make with what
they will. As open ended as a conversation; each moment is an ambiguous framework for an interaction
to begin because of, or even in spite of. Each is a moment to be activated by those within it, a moment
for conversations that seem impossible to have, or for conversations that flow naturally. And as each
subsequent space’s interior grows, to house more inhabitants and more opportunities for conversation,
the darkness surrounding it becomes lit and inhabitable. The one sided conversation shrinks to become
a shallow envelope, and the opportunity to converse is not a program projected by the imagination of a
child, but a monument to the importance of the things often wished and yet, so often erased.
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There is a growing disconnection from materiality and reality alike within the institution of architecture. The
rejection of refining spatial quality through an understanding of the physical components of the practice,
and the push to move the discipline away from itself is a glaring paradox. How can we substantiate
our work without understanding that which we are working with? Is a narrative projected outwards
anything more than a practice of manipulation? Many within a multitude of disciplines would argue
that the inclusion of self and one’s own narrative as a means to connect with others is a progressive
movement. Within our discipline, this direction is an attempt at divergence from the ever-touted “capital
‘A’ architecture”. And yet, it has become clear to me, one who has barely begun my time in the field, that
the ‘A’ has only been replaced with the Individual, the ‘I’. A rationale of inflating relevance, for if the work
is about the individual, then to oppose the work is to oppose that ‘I’, what they stand for, and whatever
they tell you they believe is pertinent to the discipline as they’ve defined it. I see this direction as away
from Architecture and architecture alike. It is a rejection of the discipline for the sake of pursuing an
‘I’rchitecture: a discipline in opposition for the sake of progression, but in ironic ignorance of concepts
of architecture which would strengthen it’s position as a actor of change.
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Irchitecture is an expression of self, and yet it is neither art, literature, or design. Rather than coming
off as radical or avant garde, Irchitetcure reads as little more then self-contradictory and reactiverationalization. A discipline so seeking to prove itself as valid, that it reads as what it wants to be, a far cry
from what it is. And neither the actual or the expressed is convincing. If the author of the work has to tell
me who they are to convince me that what they’ve done is important, critical, or relevant; the work loses
the opportunity to speak for itself. A fundamental aspect of any practice in design or art, erased. After
a prolonged first-hand experience of an irchitect’s attempts to force an unsubstantiated perspective, I
have only become more opposed to the momentary capitalization of the importance of the individual.
The irchitect erases existing conversations to replace them with their own, while simultaneously erasing
the conversation their work should have. I seek an architecture which converses with the irchitect, but
rejects their oppositional and shallow claims that an architecture of the future is not concerned with what
has constituted it for the entirety of its history. Architecture and irchitecture can and should co-exist, but
for the irchitect to reject anything which is not their prerogative is an ironic repetition of the oppressive
environments which have produced the movement for the Individual, and the individual alike.
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To perceive this archive as an act of frustration and retaliation is a gross underestimation; a
misunderstanding repeating the discipline’s acts of projection and erasure. I have provided within this
work moments to reflect, acts to hold up the mirror, and spatial qualities to demonstrate the folly of us,
as architects and irchitects, of having conversations with and for ourselves. Artifacts within this archive
are a reflection of an institution intent on cannibalizing itself. But why? Why when it could be utilizing
interdisciplinary disagreement, the ‘A’ vs the ‘a’ vs the ‘I’ vs the ‘i’, for the betterment of the discipline
as a whole. Disagreement and debate is vital for progression, but progressives who shout too loud
to listen are seemingly unaware of their actions furthering the divide. Architecture is a discipline of
conversation for an eventual informed action. To erase a voice in the conversations we as students,
teachers, practitioners, and architects have had; to replace them with conversations some think we
should be having, is to lessen the discipline. There is room for an infinitum of voices in our discipline,
but a story without substance will, and should, be forgotten.

00.

End of Chapter 01, Thank You

